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TheInsider
Revealed: most of Zuma’s
Cabinet sits on the floor
IN RESPONSE to a question from
the Democratic Alliance and others
about the relationship between the
legislative and executive arms of the
government and about the backlog
of unanswered parliamentary
questions, Deputy President Kgalema
Motlanthe said this: “We do take up
these issues. There is a standing
item for the leader of government
business on reporting on activities
and one feature of that is the
outstanding questions. Some
ministers have no backlog, some just
have five outstanding questions —
during Cabinet meetings they are
commended as the president asks
those to stand up and take a bow.
Those who have six or more

(outstanding) remain seated and the
president always threatens them that
one day they will eventually end up
sitting on the floor.”

Considering this answer came a
day after the Cabinet reshuffle, it
may be a clue as to how Jacob Zuma
makes his selection — a very special
version of musical chairs.

Launch a la carte
A COLLEAGUE of the Insider was
not expecting the most thrilling
evening for the launch of new paints
by Freeworld. The event may have
been at Melrose Arch but there were
no bikini-clad girls standing next to
cars being painted on the spot.
Nevertheless, it started with drinks
and tasty finger foods. The man was
then ushered to a presentation
room. A group of engineers and
marketers in lab coats looked like
they meant business — if business
means knowing their cyan paint
from their, um, other shades of blue.

Then, music played — the Carte
Blanche theme tune. Was the
weekend over (on a Thursday)? Wa s
Freeworld in trouble? Did they use
paints that burned holes in cars? No,
it was “Car Blanche”. Derek Watts
appeared, then interviewed the
engineers sitting before him. It was
scripted, but it was cute and, believe
it or not, fairly entertaining. Much
better than watching paint dry.

Smoke and mirrors
ALMOST everyone has reacted with
shock to the SABC3 soapie Isidingo’s
set going up in flames this week —
but not Niel Rooi, spokesman for the
emergency services: “There’s lots of
smoke,” he said. “We won’t leave
until we’re sure the fire has been
e x t i n g u i s h e d .” What a trooper! Not
like those other sissy firemen who
run away when things get too hot.

Martyrs of the world unite
THE Insider is in receipt of the

“Amended YCLSA youth month
programme” in which it states “The
Young Communist League of SA in
honoring (sic) the martyrs of June
16, 2012 will be hosting the following
events to commemorate their
legacy…” Call the Insider picky but

aren’t the martyrs from June 16
1976? Unless there’s a new batch of
future martyrs on the way tomorrow.
Stranger things have happened.

Wise words
“Martyrs, my friend, have to choose

between being forgotten, mocked or
used. As for being understood —
n e v e r.” Albert Camus, French author
and philosopher (1913-1960)

■ E-mail gossip to
insider@bdfm.co.za

D I L B E RT

I n n o va t e
to keep
position
as Africa’s
‘g a t e wa y ’
DONALD GIPS

IN THE 1980s, exporting goods from
Singapore often meant running a
gauntlet of Dickensian bureaucra-
cies. A Singaporean trader hoping to

ship goods abroad might have to fill out up
to 35 forms, in duplicate, and submit them
in person to at least two different offices.
Shipments would regularly be delayed for
days awaiting bureaucratic approval. But
in 1989, Singapore became the first coun-
try to introduce a single electronic win-
dow, a one-stop shop for traders that
reduced delays, increased customs
revenue and, ultimately, boosted trade.

Since then, the single electronic
window has proved to be one of the
smartest investments a country can make
in its economic infrastructure. In 2000,
Ghana became the first country in Africa
to introduce a single window for exporters
and importers. In its first year of oper-
ation, Ghana’s single window increased
customs revenue by 35%, while signifi-
cantly improving the accountability and
transparency of the entire system.

When African government officials
and business people meet this week in
Washington DC for the 11th annual
African Growth and Opportunity Act
(Agoa) Forum, I hope they will share their
experiences with potential advances in
trade technology such as the single elec-
tronic window. For one of the lessons
Ghana and others teach us is that lum-
bering, cumbersome bureaucracies can
do just as much to strangle trade as rutted
roads or a decrepit rail system.

Agoa has greatly benefited Africa by
stimulating trade, allowing billions of dol-
lars worth of African goods, including
$3bn in South African exports in 2010, to
enter the US duty free. This global trade
has, in turn, created new jobs, new com-
panies and even new industries. Yet even
with the preferential market access pro-
vided by Agoa, African exports are still too
often not competitive globally, and trade
within Africa lags behind other regions.
Regional trade drives growth. In Asia, for
instance, intraregional trade now
accounts for 30% of total trade. In 2007,
exports accounted for 66% of gross
domestic product in Association of South-
east Asian Nations (Asean) countries — a
20% increase since 1984. Asean is now
developing a regional single electronic
window that will further speed the flow of
goods through regional supply chains and
into global markets.

When goods cannot move efficiently
across borders, trade and growth s u f f e r.
Consider the case of one major South
African retailer that spends $20 000 a
week on import permits just to ship its
goods into a neighbouring country. Now
consider that every day a truck is sitting at
a border waiting for clearance, it costs up
to $500. In the World Bank’s annual Trad-
ing Across Borders Index, which mea-
sures the ease and costs with which goods
flow, Southern Africa rates far worse than
any other region. To maintain its position
as the gateway to Africa, SA should cham-
pion initiatives such as a regional single
window that facilitate supply chains
within Southern Africa and reduce
barriers to entering global markets.

The good news is that the flow of goods
can be improved quickly without waiting
for big investments in infrastructure that
can take years. Countries can reduce the
cost of trade simply by using technology to
refine existing practices. For instance,
within two years of launching a single
window, Thailand was saving its importers
and exporters $1,5bn a year just by
reducing the cost and delay of
administrative processes. It moved up
from 108th on the Trading Across Border
Index to 12th in the world and its customs
office gives credit to the single window.

Adopting trade facilitation tools such
as the single window has the added
advantage of bringing countries closer
together and reducing the cost of cor-
ruption. One of the most exciting recent
uses of technology to improve trade flows
is the Trans-Kalahari Corridor Customs
Connectivity project, an international
partnership including the governments of
Namibia and Botswana, Microsoft, and
USAID, which uses cloud computing to
share data between national customs
management systems, thus increasing
transparency and reducing duplication.

The US, through Agoa and other ini -
tiatives, is committed to improving
Africa’s share of global trade by advising
on regulatory environments, assessing
and financing infrastructure investment
and helping to identify potential efficien-
cies such as the single window. Underlying
this is the realisation that Africa’s
economies and young societies are the
most exciting emerging market in the
world, and that growing trade will create
new jobs both here and in the US.

■ Gips is the US ambassador to SA.

Cabinet just
as weak as
before the
reshuffle

BURKINA Faso has 17-million people and a
gross domestic product of $20bn. The US
has 300-million people and a national
income of $15-trillion. Despite the formal

parity enjoyed by these two states, they exhibit a large
asymmetry of military and diplomatic power.

SA ’s Cabinet ministers likewise enjoy a formal
equality of status. They all sit around the same Cab-
inet table and are accorded the same official def-
erence and the same abundant perquisites of office.
But in reality they are far from equal.

When presidents make ministerial appointments,
the unofficial hierarchy of offices briefly becomes
visible. Such a hierarchy is unstable because it is
defined by various conflicting criteria.

Spending departments such as basic education,
health, and social development command large
resources — but they are not at the centre of the state.
Policy departments in the economic sector appear

prestigious, but their glam-
our cannot survive ideolog-
ically induced paralysis. For -
eign affairs, defence and
intelligence ministers deal
with interstate issues and
enjoy regular interaction
with the president. Such
positions also enjoy special
status in the ruling p a r t y.

Technocrats, however,
believe the most prestigious
positions are in the core of
the executive, where minis-
ters are involved in impor -

tant matters of state. The integration of government
decisions and the related arbitration of conflicts over
the allocation of resources mean that real power lies
in the finance ministry and the Presidency.

Small, difficult departments are mostly allocated
to political enemies or to fill informal racial, ethnic or
gender quotas. Tiny portfolios can be politically
rewarding because they bring status without respon-
sibility — observe how Sports Minister Fikile Mbalula
and Arts and Culture Minister Paul Mashatile travel
the country campaigning for party positions.

Only illusory offices are ever allocated to trade
union leaders — for example the Reconstruction and
Development Programme and the Department of
Economic Development. These disappear in smoke
once their political rationale has dissipated.

The Department of Correctional Services has his-
torically corrected the deviant tendencies of unlucky
ministers. We must wonder what terrible sin Sbu
Ndebele has committed. “Difficult” departments such
as human settlements face intractable or long-range
challenges that make it impossible for a minister to
“succeed”. When Nelson Mandela assembled his first
Cabinet in 1994 under the guidance of Thabo Mbeki,
Mbeki’s archenemy, Joe Slovo, was consigned to the
housing graveyard.

Despite the accolades showered upon President
Jacob Zuma, his latest reshuffle has done nothing to
address the fundamental weaknesses of his Cabinet.
Security ministries are still the appendages of Zuma’s
incumbent faction. Economic policy departments are
still at loggerheads. The Treasur y’s position is
increasingly untenable. The infrastructure pro-
gramme uses the organs of state to distribute pork
and patronage, only partly concealed behind the fan-
tasy fig leaf of state-driven development.

Critics complain that the appointment of African
National Congress (ANC) Youth League leader
Mduduzi Manana as deputy minister of higher
education drags respect for ministerial office down to
a new low. But former league leader Julius Malema
may be next, perhaps as post-Mangaung minister for
science and technology?

The perceived demotion of Lindiwe Sisulu from
defence to public service and administration is para-
doxical. Her new department is crucial — far more so
than its ostensible senior, defence — and Sisulu has
demonstrated appropriate personal and political
qualities for this position. But her “d e m o t i o n”
undermines the political credibility she needs to
succeed. Sisulu will now take the heat when public
sector workers take to the streets. The ambition she
may have harboured to serve as ANC deputy pres-
ident has perhaps now come to an end. She is not yet
the Cabinet’s Burkina Faso (pity poor Ndebele). But
last week she was a very grand France; and today she
is merely our very own little Greece.

■ Butler teaches politics at the University of Cape
To w n .

John Dugard Gareth van Onselen

Like true nationalists, the
ANC feeds the hand it bites
I

N 1994, as John Dugard sat before the
Judicial Service Commission to be
interviewed for the position of
Constitutional Court judge, two
commissioners paused proceedings to

question Dugard’s modesty; his curriculum
vitae, although extensive, did not in their eyes
do sufficient justice to his colossal influence
on South African jurisprudence. Such was his
stature at the dawn of our new democracy.

He was never appointed.
Now, 18 years later, his achievements are

rightly described as magisterial.
In those legal circles that matter, he is

considered one of the fathers of human rights
in SA. In our universities, his books on
international law are standard texts; in our
precedent, his influence is as pervasive as it is
defining; among the international legal com-
munity, his standing is commanding and his
opinions authoritative.

A stalwart in the fight against apartheid,
an architect of the South African constitution
and founder of the Centre for Applied Legal
Studies at the University of the Witwaters-
rand, he has held positions at Princeton,
Duke, Cambridge and Berkeley, served as a
member of the United Nations (UN) Inter-
national Law Commission, an ad hoc judge
for the International Court of Justice and a
special rapporteur to the UN Commission on
Human Rights. His contribution to South
African and international law alone has
earned him honorary doctorates from six
South African universities.

Truly, he is a great jurist. And deliberately
I have not qualified the term with “South
A f r i c a n”. Yet, for all that, Dugard’s contri-
bution has never been fully recognised; cer-
tainly the powers that be, from Nelson Man-
dela to Thabo Mbeki, have done little more
than demonstrate a certain disdain for the
man. That is, until last April, when President
Jacob Zuma saw fit to bestow upon him the
National Order of the Baobab, Gold Class.

As a result, Dugard now enjoys the title:
Supreme Counsellor of the Order of the
Baobab, the highest status for which this
particular order provides.

It is, however, a title tainted; a gesture
typical of nationalist governments, so eager to
feed the hand they bite.

That it passed without a murmur says as
much about the prestige these awards enjoy
as its does about SA’s stupefying ahistoricism.
Allow me, then, to set before you a few facts
about John Dugard and his relationship with
the African National Congress (ANC) gov-
ernment, lest we forget completely.

Passed over for the Constitutional Court in
1994, Dugard — his stature not so easily
wished away — would again emerge as a
candidate for a prominent position.

This time it was as a commissioner for the
South African Human Rights Commission in
1995, a post for which his particular skills set
and vast expertise would suggest him ideally
suited. Not so. Again he would be passed over.
One liberal too many for yet another
ostensibly independent institution that the

ANC would set about shaping in its own
ideological image.

Both those outcomes were significant and
SA the poorer for them.

In his autobiography, former Democratic
Alliance leader Tony Leon wrote the follow-
ing about the Constitutional Court decision:
“The exclusion of Dugard was, I thought,
shocking and ominous. I wrote him a letter of
commiseration, and thought his reply rueful
and revealing: ‘Obviously I was disappointed
not to be included but I cannot say I was
surprised. I think/fear that it is easier for the
proverbial camel to pass through the eye of a
needle than it is for a liberal to enter the
Kingdom of the New SA’.”

But it was not just local doors the ANC
would close in his face.

Dugard would find due recognition
abroad a right equally difficult to earn. In
2002, with Mbeki’s Africanist agenda peak-

ing, Dugard would be spurned for a third and
final time.

He stood to be elected to a permanent seat
on the International Court of Justice,
nominated by Chief Justice Arthur
Chaskalson no less; behind him were the local
and much of the international legal profes-
sion — but not the ANC.

About three months after his February
nomination, the government — central to
canvassing and lobbying support for his
appointment — had failed even to lodge his
candidacy with the UN.

The face of quiet diplomacy, then foreign
affairs spokesman Ronnie Mamoepa, would
say only that government was “applying its
mind” to the nomination.

In October that year, Dugard would lose
out to Sierra Leone’s Abdul Karoma by 43
votes to 134.

He would blame the government, saying

officials refused even to return his calls. It was
the first time in about 60 years that a nominee
had failed to secure the support of his ow n
government. And to this day, the ANC has
failed to provide a justification. It was an
embarrassing and reprehensible act. Dugard,
to his great credit, has never looked back and
his record speaks for itself. He has, over the
past 10 years, established a reputation as a
pre-eminent force in international law.

So it is with some nauseating irony that I
read Zuma’s speech, as he waxed lyrical in
April about those chosen to receive the
various honours. As if detached completely
from the ANC and Dugard’s history, Zuma
quoted the following, from South African
writer Don Mattera’s Memory is the Weapon:
“There is nothing that can be hidden from the
mind. Nothing that memory cannot reach or
touch or call back.”

The thing about history, however, which

the ANC routinely fails to understand, is that
it is busy writing it everyday. And with time,
we will evoke not just the horrors of apart-
heid, but the damage our new democracy has
sustained at its hands since its advent.

SA ’s memory does not stop in 1994.
I am tempted to admire the sheer audacity

of it: to celebrate the very thing the ANC
stands against, as if rhetoric alone might
rewrite history’s story.

But with it comes the hypocrisy, and that
is overwhelming.

Truly, symbols and ceremony are the
language by which the ANC’s duplicity is fully
revealed: Dugard’s singular excellence was
once an obstacle to its political programme,
and is now a national asset to be promoted
and protected.

And all the while, outside the pomp and
circumstance, the Judicial Service
Commission was forced to reopen nomina-
tions to the Constitutional Court in March
this year, as no-one was willing to put forward
their name.

No doubt, like Dugard, many have come to
find the doorway to the Kingdom of the New
SA locked to their particular key.

And here is the point: for fear of him, for
years the ANC worked to exclude Dugard
from office; the moment he no longer rep-
resented a threat, however, it was prepared to
fete him.

Such is nationalism’s attitude to liberalism
and excellence.

Accepting these awards is a precarious
business. Shun them and it will be said you
spurned a nation — a nationalistic threat even
JM Coetzee avoided.

Yet it is odd that Dugard quietly pocketed
the honour, without so much as a word.

Perhaps that too tells one something: that
for all the good he represents, in the face of
the ANC’s hegemonic political correctness,
even he was willing to bend the knee before
the president.

■ Van Onselen is director of political
analysis and development for the
Democratic Alliance.

‘Like Dugard, many have come to find the doorway to the
Kingdom of the New SA locked to their particular key’

Why are the middle classes so politically passive?

‘Since we have happily
ceded power to politicians,
we have learned to become
powerless by choice’

THE middle classes have become
one of the most politically passive
segments in society. While they are
not alone in withdrawing from the

political platform, they do seem to be the
most uninterested.

Yet there is so much to be done in setting
the country on a better course politically.
Being one of the better-resourced segments
in society, especially in terms of education,
access to various levers of influence and the
ability to project its voice in the public
domain, much is expected of the middle
classes. Sadly, it would seem dealing with
political challenges is a responsibility they are
content to leave to politicians. Having
achieved democracy, we may have reasoned
prematurely that we needed a break from
heavy matters of the future and nation-
building to enjoy the spoils of freedom.

This complacency has made us lose the
capacity for political awareness rooted in
active civic participation. Granted, it would be
unrealistic to expect everyone to be politically
involved in the sense of joining a branch of a
political party or campaigning for a seat in
Parliament. In a pluralistic democracy such
as ours, it is also not possible to prescribe
precisely the forms of political activism that
individuals should be involved in.

Being an engaged citizen, however, could
take many forms not limited to those defined
according to the template of mainstream pol-
itics. These include growing mobilisation by a

critical mass of participants around big policy
issues, movements formed around specific
causes, or networks that advocate for certain
forms of political reform.

It is a choice every individual has to make.
This should begin with consciousness of the
relative resources and power we possess to
effect changes, even in small ways. It is in the
realm of politics that the battles for defining
SA ’s future are fought. It is in politics where
major decisions affecting various aspects of
policy are made. These include the quality of
the country’s human capital and defining
acceptable standards of leadership. It is also
those at the coalface of politics, rather than
those watching passively or shouting from the
sidelines, that have a better chance of shaping
a different future.

Not being actively engaged is implicitly
choosing to cede power to those who h av e
seized the commanding heights of politics.
The axiom that every nation has the leaders
it deserves is fitting for SA. Our lethargy
produces a political climate that gives us
mediocre leadership, making us complicit in
the declining quality of our democracy.

There are several factors that explain our
complacency and detachment from main-
stream political processes. The black middle
classes, in particular, have become comfort-
able with political change and the economic
security that comes with holding a profes-
sional job and a regular income. This segment
of society believes it can afford not to be
bothered by politics, especially as its material
conditions have improved.

On the other hand, the middle classes
carry the burden of financing, through their
taxes, infrastructure and social services they
hardly use, notably public hospitals and pub-
lic schooling. They also carry the additional
strain of paying for similar services more
efficiently provided by the private sector. It is
a situation that should brew a revolution, but
it hasn’t.

There is also another disturbing form of
complacent thinking found among sections of
the white middle class, who consider it a
special calling of the black middle class to
challenge the government. This segment rea-
sons it has been emasculated by its whiteness,
and thus has no legitimacy in the eyes of the

ruling elite to express a credible political view.
This is an irrational view based on an
unfounded assumption that they need to be
legitimated by the ruling elites to express
their preference about the state of politics in
SA. It is also a convenient escape from
individual responsibility to whiteness as a
delegitimated category that can exist polit-
ically only as a victim of the black-led ruling
party. Such an irresponsible position of
victimhood does not contribute t owa r d s
progressive social change.

Third, we seem to hold a very limited and
disempowering view of leadership as some-
thing that others — and mostly politicians —
should exercise, rather than as something
that we as citizens are also capable of. We see
our role as limited to offering criticism from
a place of detachment.

Since we have happily ceded power to
politicians, we have learned to become
p ow e r less by choice. Positive engagement, be
it through mainstream politics or other cit-
izen initiatives to drive change in specific
areas, is empowering. It challenges those who
hold political power while also creating
alternatives. It is not possible to continue
wallowing in our learned powerlessness and
at the same time hope to get better leaders
and enjoy a better-governed country.

■ Qobo teaches politics at the University
of Pretoria and is a member of the
Midrand Group.
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